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ABSTRACT
College students rely on increasingly data-rich environments when making learning-relevant decisions about the courses they take and their expected time commitments. However, we know little about how their exposure to such data may influence student course choice, effort regulation, and performance. We conducted a large-scale field experiment in which all the undergraduates at a large, selective university were randomized to an encouragement to use a course-planning web application that integrates information from official transcripts from the past fifteen years with detailed end-of-course evaluation surveys. We found that access to the platform lowered students’ GPA by 0.28 standard deviations on average. In a subsequent field experiment, we varied access to information about course grades and time commitment on the platform and found that access to grade information in particular lowered students’ overall GPA. Our exploratory analysis suggests these effects are not due to changes in the portfolio of courses that students choose, but rather by changes to their behavior within courses.
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INTRODUCTION
Enabling informed decisions is the fundamental incentive for transparency in the face of consequential choices. Yet college students routinely face the task of choosing courses and investing effort in their studies under conditions of informational opacity. Universities are famously anarchic organizations [7], whose myriad intramural units are typically only loosely coordinated with one another [18], creating chronic information problems for students who seek to thoughtfully plan their investments of attention, effort and time. Since schools rarely provide accessible information describing prior cohorts’ academic choices and outcomes, current students source what they know from peers and form opinions in light of their beliefs about those peers—an inherently biased sampling procedure [10, 20, 5]. Official records might provide representative summary of selected course outcomes that can be distributed across all students independent of their social network ties. Yet while the publication of performance data may yield benefits of efficiency and equity of information access, it may also produce deleterious consequences, such as myopic choices and attempts to game the system [16].

Only a handful of studies offer empirical insight into how students respond to summaries of official course outcomes. Cornell University began publishing median course grades online in 1998, which yielded a natural experiment for studying the effects of exposure to course information. The findings indicate that students, especially lower-performing ones, were subsequently drawn to leniently graded courses [4, 3]. This move toward grade-driven course selection contributed to a steady rise in average GPA at the school. Grade inflation is a concerning trend for universities if it is the result of reward-driven behavior by students or faculty, rather than a reflection of enhanced student learning [11]. Nevertheless, the extent to which students are influenced by grade information remains contested in the literature. In a recent quasi-experiment, Main and Ost [13] found no evidence that letter grades influence undergraduate students’ course-taking behavior or decision to major in economics, only a positive effect on student effort within courses.

Thus the current empirical evidence paints an ambiguous picture of the effect of making course outcome data available on subsequent student performance. The research presented here offers new evidence on the consequences of publishing course outcome data based on a pair of randomized experiments at a large, private research university. Our research utilized a course information platform we created that provides aggregate statistics from official university enrollment, course descriptions, course evaluations, and grade distributions derived from official transcripts (for details, see Section Carta: A course exploration platform). The platform is maintained both to serve students and enable research. It launched officially in August of 2016 and is available to all students enrolled at the
We leverage this use to investigate three research questions we would have otherwise, consistent with the findings at Cornell. With rich course outcome information, we found anticipated grades to be the most important factor in high-pressure academic environments. We therefore pose a third research question about within-course effects on grades:

RQ3. Does exposure to course outcome information influence students’ GPA within a particular course?

In the first experiment (Study 1), we explicitly encouraged a randomly chosen group of students to use the Carta system while most of them were unaware of its existence at launch. We found that platform usage caused a significant reduction in GPA during the subsequent academic term (RQ1). We did not find evidence of changes in course portfolios (RQ2), but did find evidence of within-course effects (RQ3). In a follow-up experiment (Study 2), we manipulated the ease of access to specific course outcome information: grade information and self-reported time commitment data. We found that access to grade information caused a significant reduction in GPA (RQ1), and again did not find evidence of changes in course portfolios (RQ2) but did find evidence of within-course effects (RQ3). In this study, we also found that there are subtle interactions between grade and time commitment information that influence students’ subsequent performance.

Our field studies reveal that the public provision of course information has a significant impact on student course performance, and thus raise questions for future research into the effect’s causal pathways and best practices for the design of course information systems. We offer an interpretation of our findings through the lens of an established learning theory [15], and conclude by specifying key normative and pedagogical questions that accompany any systematic display of academic information.

**CONTEXT**

This section describes the context of the university in which this study is set and the Carta platform which serves as the substrate for the inquiries described below.

**The University**

The study site is a highly selective private research university in the US. It offers courses during three ten-week quarters of each academic year and during a summer quarter. During the period of our investigation, the university enrolled roughly 7,000 undergraduate students, with approximately equal numbers of women and men. Like most selective institutions in the US, this university’s curriculum is largely elective. Students are obliged to fulfill certain academic requirements, but they retain discretion over which particular courses they choose to meet those requirements. Students are encouraged to declare majors (one or more) before the beginning of their third year. Official campus literature advocates wide exploration of the curriculum, especially in the first and second years before declaring majors.

The university maintains a fairly elaborate program of academic advising that includes full-time professional advisors serving all students, coupled with department-based faculty advising for those with declared majors, and a program of faculty and staff volunteers who provide consultation to students who have yet to declare majors. The research team made Carta available to students as an additional and fully voluntary
resource. It became one component of a complicated intramural information ecosystem that includes professional advisors, official university documentation about course offerings, and the experiential and reputational information on which college students have long relied to weigh academic options and make decisions. The analysis presented here represents an initial step in an ongoing effort to understand how variation in information supply influences student behavior within that ecosystem.

Carta: A course exploration platform

Carta is a novel web application for course exploration and planning that visualizes data from registrar records and student course evaluations (see Fig. 1). It provides an interface for students to search for classes, as well as to “pin” (or save) classes for further consideration. By making prior students’ choices available in aggregated form to current students, Carta expands students’ knowledge of course offerings and provides a support tool as students construct their academic schedules. Carta is made available to students under the full knowledge of the university’s professional advising staff, some of whom use the platform in their consultations with students.

At the course level, Carta provides students with several types of information: basic descriptive information about courses from the university’s course bulletin; formal student evaluations of instructors; sequencing information (i.e., when courses are taken relative to others in students’ careers); and textual course reviews from the student course evaluations. Carta provides information on prior students’ academic outcomes, grouped under the heading “Performance”: the distribution of grades received, and the percentage of students who dropped or withdrew from prior offerings of the same course. Finally, Carta provides information on the number of hours per week students report spending on courses, a measure presented under the heading “Intensity.”

The platform has become a popular campus resource. Since its official launch in August 2016, Carta has served approximately 5,500 undergraduates representing over 80% of undergraduate enrollment, with comparable usage rates among students across all academic divisions. Carta is explicitly presented to users as a research project.

STUDY 1: ENcouragement DESIGN

This first study investigates whether and how access to information about historical course outcomes affects students’ academic performance and behavior. We employed a randomized encouragement design because we deemed it both impractical and unethical to compel or prevent use of Carta. Randomized encouragement is a standard tool in econometrics to establish causal effects when a fully randomized controlled trial is not feasible.¹ Our confirmatory analysis tests if the encouragement to use Carta and Carta usage itself has any discernible effect on three primary academic outcome measures: GPA, course drops, and course withdrawals.² We test two hypotheses:

H1. Carta usage affects students’ GPA at the end of the subsequent quarter.
H2. Carta usage affects students’ likelihood of dropping or withdrawing from courses.

¹It can be viewed as a special case of an instrumental variables (IV) approach to causal inference, where in our case the encouragement to use the platform is the instrument for use.
²Students can drop a course until the add/drop deadline (three weeks into the quarter) and it does not appear on their transcript. In contrast, students can withdraw from a course until eight weeks into the quarter but this action is recorded on their transcript.
Rejection of the null hypotheses in favor of H1 or H2 would provide evidence that the platform influences student course performance. After testing for the hypothesized effects, we conduct exploratory analyses to investigate potential mechanisms. Specifically, we attempt to disentangle the extent to which changes in GPA are due to either portfolio effects or within-course effects by examining the degree of diversity and difficulty of classes taken by students.

Method

Participants

Study participants are all undergraduate students at the university who enrolled in classes in Fall 2016-17. Participants include the new cohort of incoming first-year students. The study retains co-terminal Master’s students if they remain matriculated in their first four years of study. We exclude any students matriculated at year five or above. We exclude transfer students and those who do not have a GPA in the fall quarter (e.g., those who do not take any letter-grade courses). Accounting for all these features, our total study sample is $N = 6516$.

Procedure

Study participants were randomly assigned to a treatment or control condition with equal probability. We confirmed that randomization was balanced on observable covariates (e.g., students’ class year and declared major). Students in the treatment condition were encouraged to use Carta via two mechanisms: an e-mail from the university Registrar (sent on August 1) and a link prominently displayed in students’ Fall “to-do list” in the university’s official administrative course enrollment system. Both encouragement described the platform as a course exploration tool populated with official historical data from the university. Students in the control condition received neither the Registrar’s e-mail nor the link.

Outcome and covariate measures

The primary outcome measure in our confirmatory analysis is the grade point average (GPA) of a student in the courses taken in the Fall quarter. For this measure and all other GPAs, we standardize by subtracting the mean GPA for the population and dividing by the standard deviation (i.e., z-scoring). This outcome measure is labeled FALLGPA. Two additional outcomes in our confirmatory analysis are $d$rosp of courses, and withdrawals from courses.

Predictors in our regression analyses include a binary treatment indicator (ENCOURAGED) and the following covariates:

1. USECARTA: Binary indicator for whether (1) or not (0) the student used Carta before the add/drop deadline at the end of the third week of classes.

2. CLASS YEAR: Categorical variable for student’s year (freshman, sophomore, junior, senior).

3. MAJOR: Categorical variable for students’ major(s).3

4. MAJOR CATEGORY: Categorical variable for the school-level categorization of students’ major (e.g., engineering, humanities, social sciences).

5. PRIOR GPA: Cumulative GPA across all classes taken by a student prior to Fall quarter.4

Preregistration

For this study, we followed an internal registration protocol to ensure that we committed to the confirmatory hypotheses above prior to the start of the study, separate from any exploratory analysis conducted post hoc. After conclusion of the first study, we became aware of the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io); we subsequently used this platform to preregister our second study (see below).

Results

Descriptive statistics of Carta usage

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for multiple indicators of Carta usage for students in the treatment and control condition. Indicators include the number of students who sign into Carta, active days on Carta, searching, and pinning. From the descriptive statistics we observe that there were many more students in the treatment condition that used Carta, and that these students also had higher activity levels. This is consistent with the fact that active users in the treatment condition were more likely to have begun using Carta earlier in the treatment period (since they learned of it right at the start). Figure 2 additionally shows the total number of Carta users over time. For the purposes of our study, we defined USECARTA in terms of usage status at the add/drop deadline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Active days on CARTA</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Searches</th>
<th>Pins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freshman Control</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>16.0 (14.8)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>23.3 (33.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freshman Treatment</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>19.6 (13.7)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>28.7 (28.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophomore Control</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>7.1 (11.6)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.5 (10.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophomore Treatment</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>9.9 (11.9)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8.0 (13.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior Control</td>
<td>802</td>
<td>4.9 (8.2)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.4 (10.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior Treatment</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>7.7 (10.1)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5.9 (11.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Control</td>
<td>733</td>
<td>3.7 (5.9)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.3 (7.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Treatment</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>5.1 (6.5)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5.0 (9.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Control</td>
<td>3227</td>
<td>8.1 (12.2)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8.8 (21.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Treatment</td>
<td>3289</td>
<td>10.8 (13.3)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12.2 (20.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Activity levels of students by the encouragement condition between the official Carta launch on August 1, 2016 and December 16, 2016, the undergraduate housing closing date of the Fall quarter. Students can pin courses to save them on the left-hand panel (see Figure 1). The numbers in parentheses indicate standard deviations.

Confirmatory analysis

We begin the confirmatory analysis by estimating the first-order effect to check if assignment to the encouragement increased the likelihood of Carta usage. Figure 2 plots Carta usage by the encouragement condition between the official Carta launch on August 1, 2016 and December 16, 2016, the undergraduate housing closing date of the Fall quarter. Students can pin courses to save them on the left-hand panel (see Figure 1). The numbers in parentheses indicate standard deviations.

4Freshman are missing a PRIOR GPA because Carta was introduced before their first quarter. In our analysis, we impute PRIOR GPA = −1 for Freshmen and use the interaction term PRIOR GPA × CLASS YEAR to account for this imputation.
adoption over time among students in different class years, showing a large increase in adoption among encouraged students. The percentage of Carta users was significantly higher among students in the treatment than in the control condition (80% vs. 52%, $\chi^2 = 534.7, p < 0.001$). This suggests that the encouragement was both effective and notably strong.

![Figure 2. Total number of Carta users over time in 2016 by the encouragement condition and class year.](image)

Next, we estimated the intent-to-treat effect (ITT) of the encouragement on GPA. This analysis focuses on the effect of the encouragement independent of whether students actually used Carta. We find that the encouragement significantly reduced GPA by 0.05 standard deviations ($t = -2.81, p = 0.005$) adjusting for covariates to increase precision (see regression output in Table 2). This provides strong evidence in support of H1. By contrast, we found the ITT effect for course drops and withdrawals not to be significant ($t = 0.14, p = 0.921$), thus not offering any support for H2.

**Table 2. Regression output for the intention-to-treat analysis estimating the effect of the encouragement on FALL GPA.** Model (1) does not adjust for covariates; model (2) adjusts for covariates, and includes fixed effects for MAJOR and MAJOR CATEGORY, as well as interactions of those fixed effects with PRIOR GPA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>coefficient (SE)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encouraged</td>
<td>-0.05 (0.02)*</td>
<td>-2.81</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 3</td>
<td>0.04 (0.03)</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2</td>
<td>-0.06 (0.05)</td>
<td>-1.31</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 1</td>
<td>-0.19 (0.14)**</td>
<td>-1.37</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIOR GPA</td>
<td>0.77 (0.13)**</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>7e-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIOR GPA × Year 3</td>
<td>0.01 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIOR GPA × Year 2</td>
<td>0.05 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIOR GPA × Year 1</td>
<td>-0.83 (0.08)**</td>
<td>-10.9</td>
<td>8e-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.14 (0.02)**</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>4e-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors shown in parentheses; * $p < 0.1$, ** $p < 0.05$, *** $p < 0.01$.

Finally, we estimate the effect of Carta usage itself on GPA using the two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimator. Carta usage is defined by whether a student logs into Carta before the add/drop deadline (USERCARTA = 1; 0 otherwise). Note that the exclusion restriction$^5$ appears reasonable in this context, because the encouragement to use Carta (i.e., the email and link in the course enrollment system) is unlikely to influence students’ grades except through exposure to information on Carta. Using 2SLS, we find that Carta usage reduced GPA by 0.28 standard deviations ($t = -2.67, p = 0.008$), thus providing strong support for H1. (Again, similar analysis revealed no effect on drops or withdrawals ($-0.024$ standard deviations, $t = -1.1, p = 0.25$), thus not offering any support for H2.)

**Exploratory analysis**

We conduct further analyses to explore how Carta usage caused a drop in GPA. We begin by noting that the GPA drop was primarily concentrated among underclassmen. In particular, if we employ the same 2SLS procedure, but subset for underclassmen (freshmen and sophomores) and upperclassmen (juniors and seniors), the GPA drop is significant for underclassmen (−0.47 standard deviations, $t = -2.35, p = 0.019$), but not for upperclassmen (−0.16 standard deviations, $t = -1.46, p = 0.145$). In other words, the effect of the encouragement was concentrated among students who were relatively “new” to the university. We also test for performance-based heterogeneity in the observed effect of Carta usage on GPA using the same 2SLS procedure for two subgroups.$^6$ Students with low prior GPA (i.e., below median) showed a significant drop in GPA (−0.35 standard deviations, $t = -2.37, p = 0.018$). In contrast, students with high prior GPA (i.e., equal to or above median) had a small and not statistically significant drop in GPA (−0.07 standard deviations, $t = -0.64, p = 0.523$).

Next, we investigate two mechanisms described in our RQs above. We first examine if the portfolio of courses selected by students changed as a consequence of Carta usage (i.e., a portfolio effect; RQ2). We then examine if students’ behavior within the same course changed as a consequence of Carta usage (i.e., a within-course effect; RQ3).

**Portfolio effect.** To check for portfolio effects, we devise multiple metrics to capture the difficulty and familiarity of a given course portfolio (described below). The focus on difficulty and familiarity is motivated by prior research suggesting that students may gravitate towards easier, more familiar courses. Using OLS regression, we estimate the treatment effect on each of these metrics using the same regressors as in the confirmatory analysis (see Table 2) plus corresponding pre-treatment covariates to increase precision. None of the portfolio-level metrics exhibited a statistically significant difference between the experimental conditions (all $p > 0.3$), providing strong evidence that Carta usage caused no substantial changes in students’ course portfolios.

The following target metrics served as proxies for course portfolio difficulty:

**Prior fraction of A’s.** The fraction of “A” and “A+” grades given in a course over the past five years averaged over the

$^5$The exclusion restriction is a necessary assumption for obtaining credible causal estimates from encouragement designs.

$^6$This analysis excludes freshmen for whom prior GPA information is unavailable.
course portfolio of a student. We additionally adjust for the same metric but averaged over prior courses last Fall quarter a student took.\(^7\)

**Enrolled course units.** The number of course units a student enrolls during Fall quarter. We additionally adjust for the prior number of course units a student took.

**Hours per week.** The average number of hours per week students report (on course evaluations) spending on a course over the past five years averaged over the course portfolio of a student. We additionally adjust for the same metric but averaged over prior courses a student took.

**Class year.** The average class year of students in the course (coding freshman = 1, sophomore = 2, junior = 3, senior = 4, others = 5) averaged over the course portfolio of a student. We additionally adjust for the same measure but averaged over prior courses a student took.

**Class level.** The average class level\(^8\) of a student’s course portfolio. We additionally adjust for the same measure but averaged over prior courses a student took.

The following target metrics served as proxies for the degree to which students selected unfamiliar or “exploratory” course portfolios:

**Number of departments.** The number of distinct departments in which a student enrolled in courses in Fall quarter. We additionally adjust for the same measure but for prior course portfolios a student selected.

**Major category.** The fraction of courses a student took in each of the major categories (i.e., humanities and arts, social sciences, natural sciences, interdisciplinary, engineering) in Fall quarter. We additionally adjust for the same measure but for prior course portfolios a student selected.

**General education requirements.** The number of courses a student took in Fall quarter that satisfy at least one general education requirement (GER).

**Within-course effect.** To evaluate if students’ behavior within the same course changed as a consequence of Carta usage, we check if student performance in the same course differed between the control and treatment conditions. As there was no evidence for portfolio effects on eight different metrics, we assume in the following analyses that any course selection bias is small or negligible. We perform the within-course analysis for freshmen and sophomores, given that underclassmen were most affected by the encouragement. First, we examine treatment effects on GPA among freshmen in the 20 (and 40) most popular courses among freshmen\(^9\) as illustrated in Figure 3 with the treatment \(^t\)-statistic for each course. In the majority of popular courses, 16 out of 20 (and 24 out of 40) courses, there was a negative effect on GPA, which indicates a within-course effect. Likewise for sophomores, there was a negative effect on GPA in 13 out of 20 (and 27 out of 40) most popular courses among sophomores, as illustrated in Figure 3. We also checked if the within-course effect on GPA varied by course difficulty. While there was no evidence for a trend in effects by difficulty (Spearman Corr = \(-0.12, S = 23265, p = 0.418\)), the treatment \(^t\)-statistic was between 0 and \(-1\) for the vast majority of courses. Overall, these exploratory results strongly suggest that performance within the same course was affected for students in the encouraged group, especially freshmen and sophomores.

---

\(^7\)Analogous to PRIORGPA, the prior fraction of A’s metric over prior courses for Freshmen is imputed as \(-1\) and accounted for by the interaction term. We use the same methodology across all metrics in this section.

\(^8\)At this university, every course is identified by a department and a three digit numeric code, that is either below 100-level, 100-level, 200-level, 300-level, or above; these encodings broadly indicate the intended audience of the course, with below 100-level and 100-level as undergraduate courses and 200- and 300-level courses or above typically graduate courses.

\(^9\)Popularity was defined based on overall course enrollment among the freshmen.
accessible in Carta that are particularly relevant for students’ motivation, ability to self-regulate, and ultimately course outcomes: the Performance card containing information on the grade distribution of a course, and the Intensity card containing information on the number of hours per week spent on the course that students self-reported on end-of-course evaluations. In our second experiment, we introduce “friction” for students to be able to access the Performance and Intensity cards in Carta. Our goal is to understand the influence that access to information in these panels has on students’ subsequent GPA. We therefore registered the following confirmatory hypotheses for this study, consistent with RQ1 as well as H1 in the encouragement design:

**H3.** Increased friction in accessing prior grade information affects students’ GPA at the end of the subsequent quarter.  
**H4.** Increased friction in accessing prior intensity information affects students’ GPA at the end of the subsequent quarter.

As in Study 1, we carry out an extensive exploratory analysis after testing these hypotheses. Once again, we attempt to disentangle the extent to which changes in GPA are due to either portfolio effects or within-course effects for either of the two treatments in this study. We are also able to examine the interaction effect of providing different combinations of grade and intensity information because we designed the experiment with a $2 \times 2$ factorial structure.

**Method**

**Participants**

Participants in this study were all undergraduate students at the university who enrolled in classes in Fall 2017-18, applying the same exclusions as in Study 1: for instance, we include incoming first-year students, but exclude students matriculated at year five or above. Additionally, we exclude students who remained unexposed to the experimental manipulation because they never logged into Carta in Fall 2017-2018. The total study sample was $N = 5989$ students.

**Procedure**

Our study used a $2 \times 2$ design, such that participants were randomly assigned to one of the three treatment conditions or a control condition with equal probability. We confirmed that randomization was balanced on observable covariates (e.g., students’ class year). The experiment was launched on July 26, 2017, and conducted through the end of the Fall quarter on December 16, 2017.

To enable the experiment we added a feature to the Carta interface to collapse and expand information cards; see Figure 1. Recall that the Performance card contains information on prior grade outcomes, while the Intensity card contains information on the hours per week students self-reported spending on the course (from end-of-quarter course evaluations). In the control condition, both the Performance card and Intensity card in the Carta interface were collapsed by default on every course page the student visited. We compare the control against three treatment conditions with the following default presentations: (i) Performance card expanded and Intensity card collapsed; (ii) Performance card collapsed and Intensity card expanded; and (iii) both cards expanded. If a card was collapsed by design, a student would need to click anew on every page visit to expand the card. All other cards defaulted to being expanded on page visits.

Throughout our analysis, we refer to an expanded Performance card as grade visibility, and an expanded Intensity card as intensity visibility. Note that with our definitions, the control condition in this study is a natural analog to the control condition in the encouragement design: in both controls, the default experience is that students have less exposure to prior course outcome information than in the treatment conditions.

**Outcome and covariate measures**

The measures are identical to those in Study 1, except that our treatment indicators in this study are GRADEVISIBILITY, a binary variable denoting whether grades are visible by default (1) or not (0), and INTENSITYVISIBILITY, a binary variable denoting whether intensity information is visible by default (1) or not (0).

**Preregistration**

We preregistered our study on OSF (https://osf.io/shkcn/). We note that in our preregistration, we registered hypothesis tests with the binary outcome measure indicating whether the final Fall quarter GPA of a student is greater than versus less than or equal to the previous year’s median Fall GPA at the university. However, to maintain consistency with our prior study results as well as our exploratory analysis, we report results from linear regression in the main text. Importantly, logistic regression with the preregistered binary outcome variable yields identical significance results to the linear regression results we present here. Results of the logistic regression are reported in a footnote in the confirmatory analysis section.

**Results**

**Descriptive statistics**

Analogous to the encouragement design, Table 3 provides descriptive statistics for multiple indicators of Carta usage for students across the treatment condition. Indicators include the number of students who sign into Carta, active days on Carta, searching, and pinning. We observe that all groups were fairly similar on these basic descriptive statistics.

This table also provides information on the rates at which the various cards were expanded by students. In the control condition, students expanded the Performance card more frequently than the Intensity card. The same remains true even if we compare across conditions: students with a collapsed Performance card opened it more frequently than students with a collapsed Intensity card. However, students expanded both cards in substantial numbers in the relevant conditions. This observed behavior suggest that students saw value in the data contained within these cards.

**Confirmatory analysis**

We use OLS regression with and without covariate-adjustment for observables such as major and class year (same as in Study...
Similarly, using logistic regression controlling for covariates, the grade visibility treatment led to a significant decrease in GPA ($z = -2.09, p = 0.037$), but not the intensity visibility treatment ($z = -0.077, p = 0.938$).

1) For our confirmatory analysis, we do not include an interaction term between the treatment indicators GRADEVISIBILITY and INTENSITYVISIBILITY, since our hypotheses involve each of these effects on their own (cf. H3 and H4). (In our exploratory analysis, we also study the interaction between these treatment indicators.)

We find that grade visibility caused a significant decrease in GPA ($t = -2.31, p = 0.021$), whereas intensity visibility had no significant effect on GPA ($t = 1.38, p = 0.166$). Thus we find evidence in support of H3 but not H4.\textsuperscript{10} Table 4 presents linear regression outputs for each of these effects in detail.

Exploratory analysis

Portfolio effect. We use the same set of eight metrics as in Study 1 to measure “difficulty” and “familiarity” in a student’s course portfolio. We also use the same regression specification, except that we now have two treatment indicators: GRADEVISIBILITY and INTENSITYVISIBILITY. Just as in the encouragement design, none of the metrics exhibited statistically significant differences between the experimental conditions (all $p > 0.3$) with a handful of weak effects ($p > 0.1$) for the INTENSITYVISIBILITY treatment on enrolled course units, hours per week of enrolled courses, the distinct number of departments of courses, and the fraction of courses satisfying general requirements.

Within-course effect. We carry out a parallel analysis to that of the within-course analysis of the encouragement design. As in Figure 3, we examine the grade visibility treatment $t$-statistic for each course in the most popular 20 (and 40) courses among each class year. In the majority of popular freshman courses, 13 out of 20 (and 28 out of 40), there was a negative effect on GPA among freshmen, which indicates a within-course effect. Likewise for sophomores, there was a negative effect on GPA in 16 out of 20 (and 28 out of 40) courses among sophomores. As for the intensity visibility treatment, analogous within-course analysis of $t$-statistics among popular courses yields balanced positive and negative values. This result is to be expected given that the intensity visibility treatment did not significantly affect overall GPA.

Treatment interaction. Our $2 \times 2$ factorial design allows us to study the interaction between grade visibility and intensity visibility. We consider the same regression specification as above, but now include the interaction term GRADEVISIBILITY $\times$ INTENSITYVISIBILITY (see Table 4 and Figure 4). Including the interaction term yields several intriguing results. First, relative to the pure control condition (no grade or intensity visibility), adding grade visibility does not affect GPA ($t = -0.35, p = 0.727$), but adding intensity visibility has a positive effect on GPA ($t = 2.31, p = 0.021$). However, if both grade and intensity information are made visible, the negative interaction term ($t = -2.96, p = 0.003$) effectively cancels out the positive main effect of intensity visibility (see Fig. 4).
While expanding students’ grasp of the classroom context by work expectations, study activity, and grade outcomes. This (neither grade nor intensity visibility) is negative albeit not statistically significant.

**DISCUSSION**

Students actively seek information about courses and course outcomes as they consider and choose among their academic options. Institutional provision of systematic information describing how prior students fared in similar offerings is a potentially powerful tool for influencing academic choice sets, work expectations, study activity, and grade outcomes. This study was designed as an initial inquiry into this potential.

Our results consistently suggest that exposure to prior course outcome information exerts a strong influence on student behavior and subsequent course performance (cf. RQ1). Further, there is no evidence such exposure materially alters the portfolio of courses chosen by students (cf. RQ2), while we do find evidence that the behavior of students within courses is altered (cf. RQ3). Our finding that course outcome information influences course grades without substantially changing course selection adds further support to the conclusion reached by Main and Ost [13], who also did not observe portfolio effects, and stands in contrast to the observed impact on course choice at Cornell [3, 4].

One lens through which we may interpret this result is Pintrich and Zusho’s [15] conceptual model of motivation and self-regulated learning in college classrooms. The provision of access to systematic course outcome data can be conceptualized as expanding students’ grasp of the classroom context by inducing information about historical grade distributions, time investment, and other factors. This may affect motivational processes such as students’ efficacy beliefs about their performance in a course [2]. For example, knowing that a course is leniently graded could raise students’ confidence in their ability to earn a high grade. Official course information may also affect self-regulation via meta-cognitive processes involved in goal setting and strategic planning [21, 19]. For example, knowing how much time a course demands can help students allocate their time to achieve personal goals. Together, motivational and self-regulatory processes affect choice, effort, and achievement outcomes, such as course selection, spending more or less time on homework, and ultimately GPA.

While expanding students’ grasp of the classroom context by inducing historical course information may have triggered both motivational and self-regulatory processes, it evidently only changed effort regulation and achievement within courses. Results from Study 2 indicate that grade information has a stronger influence on student achievement than time intensity information. This suggests that motivational processes shaping students’ sense of self-efficacy [2] with respect to particular courses were dominant in the observed GPA effect; by contrast, time intensity information would be expected to directly support self-regulatory planning processes [21, 19]. To formally disentangle the role of these processes in shaping student behavior within courses, future research might directly measure student perceptions using surveys and assess self-regulatory behavior from behavioral trace data collected by learning management systems.

While our findings are robust and consistent, data limitations moderate the reach of our claims in several ways. First, our study design prevents us from identifying the psychological mechanisms through which information about official course outcomes is translated into changed academic behavior and performance. Course outcome information could influence behavior through a variety of pathways, such as motivational or self-regulatory processes. Our instruments in the present research are not granular enough to distinguish these pathways.

Second, our study observes the effects of access to outcome information in the aggregate. Prior research suggests that there may be heterogeneity in responses to information by gender, race, and social class, because these social identities implicate how students make sense of cues in the academic environment [12, 17]. An essential next step for this research will be to observe whether the magnitude, and perhaps even the direction, of effects of prior information on academic outcomes varies with student demographic characteristics.

Third, we note the peculiarity of our case university, in which most students arrive with very strong academic preparation, enjoy a wealth of academic support services, and almost uniformly graduate in a timely fashion. The effects of tools such as Carta on student behavior may be quite different at schools serving students from a wider range of academic backgrounds or campuses with very different intramural information ecosystems.

Finally, in its current form our inquiry is unique to the U.S. academic world, in which students are expected to explore a wide variety of courses and decide on concentrations of study midway through their undergraduate careers. The interplay between received information about prior and subsequent academic behavior may be different in systems that oblige students to commit to set programs of study upon matriculation.

**CONCLUSION**

Our two studies offer consistent evidence that knowledge of the distribution of prior students’ academic experiences causes changes in behavior that, in the aggregate, produce lower earned grades. This is a powerful insight for educators, because it suggests that the presentation of currently available institutional information can influence students’ academic behaviors. Just how educators might use this insight to inform institutional policy is ultimately a normative question. Educators might decide that equity goals compel provision of information about course outcomes to all students because, without it, information access will vary substantially by students’ position in peer networks [6] and likely exacerbate information disparities by race and class [11]. At the same time, recognition that access to the grade attainments of prior students can depress subsequent grade attainments might encourage educators to be very thoughtful about how information is displayed on digital platforms and officially defined by campus leaders. Candid discussion of the presentation and interpretation of academic information might itself become a worthy pedagogical project.
an object lesson in the promise and risk inherent in any kind of systematic academic measurement [8, 9].
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